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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of the Hankel transformation of generalized functions of
w xColombeau type was started by us in 5 . In this paper we continue and
 .complete that investigation. Our main result Theorem 3.7 is a
Paley]Wiener theorem for the Hankel transformation in the setting of the
Colombeau generalized functions.
The Hankel transformation is defined by
` 1r2h f y s xy J xy f x dx , y g 0, ` , .  .  .  .  .  .Hm m
0
where J denotes, as usual, the Bessel function of the first kind and orderm
1m. Throughout this paper we will assume that m ) y . A. H. Zemanian2
w xinvestigated the Hankel transformation on distributions of slow growth 18
w xand of rapid growth 19 .
w xIn 18 it was introduced that the space H constituted by all thosem
 .complex valued and smooth functions f on 0, ` such that
k1m
m 2 ymy1r2g f s sup 1 q x D x f x - `, m , k g N. .  .  . .m , k  /x .xg 0, `
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The space H , endowed with the topology associated to the family ofm
 m 4seminorms g , is a Frechet space. The Hankel transformation hÂm , k m , k g N m
w x.is an automorphism of H 18, Lemma 8 . The dual space of H ism m
denoted, as usual, by H X . The Hankel transformation h is defined on H Xm m m
as the transpose of the Hankel transformation on H . That is, if T g H Xm m
the Hankel transform hX T of T is the element of H X defined bym m
hX T , f s T , h f , f g H . 1.1 :  : .  .m m m
w xLet now a ) 0. The space B was introduced in 19 as the subspace ofm, a
 .H constituted by all those functions f g H such that f x s 0, x G a.m m
B is equipped with the topology induced in it by H . Thus B is am, a m m , a
 . wFrechet space. The Hankel transform h B was characterized in 19,Â m m , a
x  .Theorem 1 . A function f g H is in Y s h B if, and only if, itm m , a m m , a
satisfies the following two properties
 . ymy1r2  .i z f z is an even and entire function, and
 .ii for every p g N,
p2 ymy1r2 ya <Im z << < < <sup 1 q z z f z e - `. . .
zgC
By B and Y we denote the inductive limits D B and D Y ,m m a) 0 m , a a) 0 m , a
respectively.
w x w x w xF. M. Cholewinski 9 , D. T. Haimo 10 , and I. I. Hirshman 11
investigated a convolution operation for a variant of the Hankel transfor-
mation closely connected to h . From the results of the preceding authorsm
we deduce that a convolution operation for the Hankel transformation hm
can be defined as follows,
`
fac x s f y t c y dy , .  .  .  .  .H x
0
 .where the Hankel translation t , x g 0, ` , is defined byx
`
t c y s D x , y , z c z dz , .  .  .  .Hx m
0
provided that the previous integrals exist, and being
` 1r2 1r2 1r2ymy1r2D x , y , z s t xt J xt yt J yt zt J zt dt , .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hm m m m
0
x , y , z g 0, ` . .
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w x.In a series of papers J. J. Betancor and I. Marrero 2, 3, 4 and 15 have
studied the Hankel convolution on the Zemanian spaces. In particular, if
T g H X and f g H the Hankel convolution Taf of T and f is definedm m
w xin 15 by
 :Taf x s T , t f , x g 0, ` . .  .  .x
w x ymy1r2 .As it was proved in 15, Proposition 3.5 , x Taf is a multiplier of
the space H , for every T g H X and f g H .m m m
w x w x.J. F. Colombeau 7 and 8 has developed a new theory of generalized
functions. In particular, he studied the Fourier transformation on a class
of generalized functions that he called tempered and that contains the
Schwartz space S9 of distributions of slow growth. Recently, V. Karuna-
w x w xkaran and A. Vijayan 12 and R. L. Soraggi 17 have extended the
well-known Paley]Wiener theorem to Colombeau generalized functions.
Another version of the Paley]Wiener theorem for Colombeau generalized
w xfunctions can be found in 16 .
The study of the Hankel transformation and the Hankel convolution on
w xgeneralized functions of Colombeau type was started in 5 . We now recall
w xthe definition of some spaces that were introduced in 5 and that are
considered here also.
 4Let q g N _ 0 . The space A consists of all those functions f g Bq, m m
`  . mq1r2 m  . `  . 2 kqmq1r2such that H f x x dx s 2 G m q 1 and H f x x dx s 0,0 0
k s 1, . . . , q. The space A is constituted by all the functions f g B0, m m
`  . mq1r2 m  .satisfying that H f x x dx s 2 G m q 1 .0
 .  .If f is a function defined on 0, ` and e g 0, 1 we consider the
function f defined bye
x
ymy3r2f x s e f , x g 0, ` . .  .e  /e
 .It is not hard to see that if q g N, f g A , for each e g 0, 1 ,e q, m
provided that f g A .q, m
 4  4We say that a sequence a is in G if, and only if, a is anq q g N q q g N
increasing real sequence such that a ª `, as q ª `.q
The space E is constituted by all those complex valued functionsm, M
defined on A such that there exists N g N for which to each f g A0, m N , m
there correspond c, h ) 0 satisfying
yNR f F ce , 0 - e - h . .e
By I we represent the subspace of E that consists of all them m , M
functions R g E that verify the following property: there exist N g Nm, M
 4and a g G such that, for each f g A , q G N, there exist c, h ) 0q q g N q, m
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for which
a yNqR f F ce , 0 - e - h . .e
By E we represent the space of all those functions,m
R: A = 0, ` ª C, .0, m
 .  .such that, for every f g A , the function R f, ? is smooth on 0, ` .0, m
 .The space E t wants to mean tempered consists of all thosem, t
functions,
R: A = 0, ` ª C, .0, m
such that, for every k g N, there exists N g N for which, for every
f g A , there exist c, h ) 0 such thatN , m
k1 Nymy1r2 yN 2D x R f , x F ce 1 q x , .  . .e /x
0 - e - h and x g 0, ` . .
The Zemanian space H can be seen as a subspace of E by identify-m m , t
 .  .  .ing each function c g H with the function R f, x s c x , x g 0, ` ,m
and f g A , that belongs to E .0, m m , t
2 w 2 x 2We denote by S the Bessel operator D y m y 1r4 rx . Because Sm m
can also be written by
21 1
mq1r2 2 ymy1r2S s x x D q 2m q 2 D x , .m  /  /x x
S R g E provided that R g E . Also it is easy to see that if f is am, x m , t m , t
w x.multiplier of H 1, Theorem 1 then fR g E , for every R g E .m m , t m , t
We denote by N the subspace of E constituted by all thosem, t m , t
functions R g E satisfying the following property: for every k g N therem, t
 4exist N g N and a g G such that for every f g A , with q G N,q q g N q, m
we can find c, h ) 0 for which
k1 Nymy1r2 a yN 2qD x R f , x F ce 1 q x , .  . .e /x
0 - e - h and x g 0, ` . .
We call tempered generalized functions to the elements of the quotient
space H s E rN . The Bessel operator S and the product by multi-m, t m , t m , t m
pliers of H are defined on H in a natural way.m m , t
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w xWe define in 5 an integral on H as follows. Let G be in H and letm, t m , t
R g E be a representative of G. Because R g E there exists N g Nm, t m , t
such that, for every f g A , we can find c, h ) 0 for whichN, m
Nymy1r2 yN 2x R f , x F ce 1 q x , 0 - e - h and x g 0, ` . .  .  .e
Define the function I g E byR m , M
`¡
R f , x h f x dx , f g A and 0 - e - h , .  .  .H e m e N , m~I f s . 0R e ¢
0, otherwise.
 .The integral I G of G is the element of E rI having I as am, M m R
 .representative, that is, I G s I q I .R m
We will refer in the sequel to the cut Bessel function b defined bym, q
` 2 k1 z
zb s , z g C and q g N.m , q m 2 k2 2 k!G m q k q 1 .ksqq1
w  .  .x.The following property of b will be very useful 13, 2.2 and 2.3 ,m, q
2 qq1.b z F cz , z g 0, ` , 1.2 .  .  .m , q
for a certain c ) 0.
Throughout this paper c and h will always represent suitable positive
constants, not necessarily the same ones in each occurrence.
2. NEW SPACES OF GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS OF
COLOMBEAU TYPE
In this section we introduce two new spaces of generalized functions of
Colombeau type. Both of them are subspaces of H and, as we see in them, t
next section, the Hankel transformation is a bijective mapping between
them.
We say that a generalized function G g H is in H provided thatm, t m , t , c
there exists a representative R g E of G for which we can find am, t
 .positive number a such that R f, ? g B , for every f g A . The spacem, a 0, m
H will pay respect to the Hankel transformation, the role of them, t , c
Colombeau generalized functions of compact support respect to the Fourier
w x.transformation 8, p. 21 .
We now give examples of generalized functions in H .m, t , c
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w x X XIn 4 the subspace E of H was introduced. We prove that them m
elements of EX are in H .m m , t , c
 .A complex valued and smooth function f on 0, ` is in E if, and onlym
if, for every k g N, there exists the limit,
k1
ymy1r2lim D x f x . . . /q xxª0
E is endowed with the topology generated by the family of seminormsm
 m 4  4p , where, for every k g N and n g N _ 0 ,n, k k g N , ng N_04
k1
m ymy1r2p f s sup D x f x , f g E . .  . .n , k m /x .xg 0, n
Thus E is a Frechet space. The dual space of E , EX , can be seen as aÂm m m
X X  .subspace of H . Moreover, if T g E , there exists m s m T g N suchm m
that
Taf g B , for every f g B , 2.1 .m , aqm m , a
w x.4, Proposition 4.8 .
Let T g EX . We identify T with the element of H having as am m , t
representative the function R g E defined bym, t
R f , x s Taf x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  . 0, m
 .  .Let us choose a smooth function x in 0, ` such that x x s 1,
 .  .  .x g 0, m q 1 , and x x s 0, x ) m q 2, where m ) 0 is such that 2.1
holds. We define the function,
R f , x s R f , x x x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .1 0, m
To see that T g H it is sufficient to prove that R y R g N . Letm, t , c 1 m , t
k g N and f g A . Leibniz's rule leads to0, m
k1
ymy1r2D x R f , x y R f , x .  . .1 e e /x
ky i ik 1 1k ymy1r2s D x Taf x D x x y 1 , .  .  . . . e /  /  /i x xis0
 .  .for every x g 0, ` and e g 0, 1 .
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It is also clear that
k1
ymy1r2D x R f , x y R f , x s 0, .  . .1 e e /x
e g 0, 1 and x g 0, m q 1 . .  .
Moreover, because f g B , there exists a ) 0 such that f g B .m m , a
 .Then, Taf g B . Hence, if x G m q 1 and e - 1ra then Taf xe m , aeqm e
s 0, and we can write
k1
ymy1r2D x R f , x y R f , x s 0, .  . .1 e e /x
1
e g 0, and x G m q 1. /a
Thus we conclude that R y R g N .1 m , t
In particular, the functional d defined on E bym m
d , f s 2 mG m q 1 lim xymy1r2f x , f g E :  .  .m mqxª0
X w  .xis in E and then d g H . According to 4, Proposition 4.12 i , am m m , t , c
representative of d is the function R g E defined bym m , t
R f , x s f x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  . 0, m
The subspace H of H is constituted by all those G g H having am, t , h m , t m , t
representative R g E satisfying the following properties:m, t
 . ymy1r2  .i for every f g A the function z R f, z is entire and0, m
even, and there exists a ) 0 such that
 .ii for every f g A and p g N there exists c ) 0 for which0, m
p2 ymy1r2 a <Im z << < < <1 q z z R f , z F ce , z g C, . .
 .iii for every p g N there exists N g N such that for each f g AN, m
we can find c, h ) 0 for which
p2 ymy1r2 yN a <Im z << < < <1 q z z R f , z F ce e , z g C and 0 - e - h . . . e
We say that R g E when R g E and R satisfies the foregoingm, t , h m , t
listed three conditions.
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3. THE HANKEL TRANSFORMATION OF GENERALIZED
FUNCTIONS OF COLOMBEAU TYPE
w xIn 5 we defined the Hankel transformation on the space of generalized
functions H as follows. Let G be in H and let R g E be am, t m , t m , t
representative of G. There exists N g N such that, for every f g AN, m
there exist c, h ) 0 such that
Nymy1r2 yN 2x R f , x F ce 1 q x , x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .  .  .e
3.1 .
ymy1r2  .  . .Then, because A is contained in B , x R f , x h f x is0, m m e m e
 .absolutely integrable on 0, ` , for every f g A and 0 - e - h, and weN, m
can define the function h R throughm
` 1r2 ymy1r2h R f , x s xy J xy R f , y y h f y dy , .  .  .  .  .  . . Hm e m e m e
0
 . .provided that f g A and 0 - e - h, and h R f , x s 0, when f fN , m m e
A or h F e - 1.N, m
 .The Hankel transform h G of G is defined as the element of H thatm m , t
has as a representative the function h R, that is,m
h G s h R q N . .m m m , t
w xIn 5, Proposition 4.1 we proved that the Hankel transform defined on
H can be seen as an extension of the classical Hankel transform.m, t
In this section we obtain new properties for the Hankel transformation
on H and H . Our main result is a generalized version of them, t m , t , c
 .Paley]Wiener theorem for the Hankel transform Theorem 3.7 .
The Hankel transform h takes a simpler form on H .m m , t , c
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be in H . Assume that R g E is a repre-m, t , c m , t
 .sentati¨ e of G and R f, ? g B , for e¨ery f g A and for a certainm, a 0, m
 .a ) 0. Then the Hankel transform h G has as a representati¨ e the functionm
R g E defined by1 m , t
a 1r2R f , x s xy J xy R f , y dy , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .  .H1 m 0, m
0
 .Proof. First we prove that R g E . Let f g A . Because R f, ?1 m , t 0, m
w x  .g B , according to 19, Theorem 1 R f, ? g Y . In particular,m, a 1 m , a
 .  .R f, ? is a smooth function on 0, ` .1
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Moreover, because R g E , there exists N g N such that, for everym, t
 .f g A , we can find c, h ) 0 for which 3.1 holds.N , m
w  . xAlso according to 20, 7 , Chap. 5 , for every k g N, we have that for
each f g A ,0, m
k1
ymy1r2D x R f , x . .1 /x
a ymyk 2 kqmq1r2s xy J xy y R f , y dy , x g 0, ` . .  .  .  .H mqk
0
ym  .  .Hence, because the function z J z is bounded on 0, ` , it followsm
that, for each f g A and k g N,N, m
k
a1 Nymy1r2 yN 2 kq2 mq1 2 yND x R f , x F ce y 1 q y dy F ce . .  . . H1 e /x 0
Thus we prove that R g E . On the other hand, a representative of1 m , t
 .h G is the function R g E defined bym 2 m , t
`¡ 1r2xy J xy R f , y .  .  .H m e
0~R f , x s .2 e ymy1r2y h f y dy , f g A and 0 - h - e , .  .m e N , m¢
0, otherwise,
 .for every x g 0, ` .
 . wBy invoking 1.2 and by proceeding as in the proof of 5, Proposi-
xtion 3.1 we can prove that, for every f g A , q g N,q, m
 .2 qq1ymy1r2x h f x y 1 F c xe , x g 0, ` and 0 - e - 1. .  .  .  .m e
3.2 .
 .By using 3.2 , as in the previous text we can conclude that, for every
k g N and f g A , with q G N,q, m
k1
ymy1r2 2qq1.yND x R f , x y R f , x F ce , .  . .1 e 2 e /x
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
 .Therefore, R y R g N and R is also a representative of h G .1 2 m , t 1 m
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w x. XIt is known that 5, Proposition 4.5 if T g H then the function Rm
defined by
R f , x s Taf x , x g 0, ` and f g A .  .  .  . 0, m
is in E . Thus we can consider H X as a subspace of H .m, t m m , t
Hence, if T g H X we can define the Hankel transform of T as anm
w xelement of H , according to 5 as it was defined at the beginning of thism, t
X  . w xsection, and as an element of H by 1.1 . In 5, Proposition 4.6 we provedm
that both the Hankel transforms coincide in a weak sense. More specifi-
cally, we saw that
I hX T f s I h T f , for every f g H and T g H X , .  . .  .m m m m
Our next objective is to prove that hX T and h T do not agree, inm m
general, as elements of H , even when T g EX .m, t m
 . X  .PROPOSITION 3.2. h d / h d as elements of H .m m m m m , t
w  .x XProof. By 4, Proposition 4.12 i a representative of d g H ; H ism m m , t
the function R g E defined bym, t
R f , x s d af x s f x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  . .m 0, m
Because d g H , from Proposition 3.1 we deduce that a representa-m m , t , c
 .tive of h d g H is the function R g E defined throughm m m , t 1 m , t
` 1r2R f , x s xy J xy f y x y dy , .  .  .  .  .H1 m
0
x g 0, ` and f g A , . 0, m
 .where x is smooth on 0, ` and
1, 0 - y - 1,
x y s .  0, y ) 2.
 .  .Moreover, by using 3.2 we can see that the function R f, x s2
 . .  .h f x , x g 0, ` , and f g A , is in E and it is also a representativem 0, m m , t
 .of h d .m m
On the other hand, for every f g H ,m
hX d , f s d , h f : :  . .m m m m
` ymm mq1r2s 2 G m q 1 lim xy J xy y f y dy .  .  .  .H mqxª0 0
`
mq1r2s y f y dy. .H
0
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X  . XHence h d coincides with the regular element generated by H bym m m
 . mq1r2  . X  .the function g x s x , x g 0, ` . Then a representative of h d asm m
element of H is the function R g E defined bym, t 3 m , t
`
mq1r2R f , x s gaf x s y t f y dy , .  .  .  .  .H3 x
0
x g 0, ` and f g A . . 0, m
w  .xBy Fubini's theorem and by 11, 2 we obtain that
`1
mq1r2 mq1r2 mq1r2R f , x s x y f y dy s x , .  .H3 m2 G m q 1 . 0
x g 0, ` and f g A . . 0, m
 . X  .To see that h d / h d as elements of H it is sufficient to provem m m m m , t
that R y R f N . Let f g A . We have2 3 m , t 0, m
xymy1r2 R f , x y R f , x .  . .2 3
` ym mq1r2s xy J xy y f y dy y 1, x g 0, ` . .  .  .  .H m
0
Hence, after doing straightforward manipulations we obtain, for every
 .e g 0, 1 ,
xymy1r2 R f , x y R f , x .  . .2 e 3 e
` ym mq1r2s xe y J xe y y f y dy y 1, x g 0, ` . .  .  .  .H m
0
 .  . . mq1r2Because f g B , there exists x g 0, ` such that h f x / x .m, a 0 m 0 0
 .Hence, for every e g 0, 1 ,
ymy1r2x x x0 0 0
R f , y R f ,2 e 3 e /  /  /e e e
` ym mq1r2s x y J x y y f y dy y 1 / 0. 3.3 .  .  .  .H 0 m 0
0
 4On the other hand, if R y R g N there exist N g N and a g2 3 m , t q q g N
G such that for every f g A with q G N, there exist c, h ) 0 for whichq, m
Nymy1r2 2 a yNqx R f , x y R f , x F c 1 q x e , .  .  . .2 e 3 e
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
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In particular, for each 0 - e - h, we have
Nymy1r2 2x x x x0 0 0 0 a yNqR f , y R f , F c 1 q e ,2 e 3 e /  /  /  / /e e e e
provided that f g A , with q G N. Hence if q is large enough andq, m
f g A , thenq, m
ymy1r2x x x0 0 0
lim R f , y R f , s 0,2 e 3 e /  /  /q e e eeª0
 .that contradicts 3.3 .
Thus we conclude that R y R f N .2 3 m , t
w x  .In 5, Proposition 4.1 we proved that if G g H then S h G sm, t m m
 2 .   . .  2  . .h yx G and I h S G f s I yx h G f , for every f g H . In them m m m m
 .next proposition we establish that h S G does not coincide withm m
2  .yx h G , as elements of H , for every G g H .m m , t m , t
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let us denote by G the element of H ha¨ing as am, t
representati¨ e the function R g H defined bym, t
R f , x s 2 mG m q 1 x mq1r2 , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  . 0, m
 . 2  .Then h S G / yx h G .m m m
Proof. A representative of S G g H is the function R g E de-m m , t 1 m , t
fined by
R f , x s S R f , x s 2 mG m q 1 S x mq1r2 s 0. .  .  .1 m , x m , x
 .  .for every f g A and x g 0, ` . Hence h S G s 0.0, m m m
2  .The element yx h G g H has as a representative the functionm m , t
R g E defined through2 m , t
` 1r2m 2R f , x s y2 G m q 1 x xy J xy h f y dy .  .  .  .  .  .H2 m m
0
s y2 mG m q 1 x 2f x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  . 0, m
 .Here we have taken into account that h h f s f, for every f g Hm m m
w x.20, Theorem 5.4-1 .
To finish the proof we have to see that R f N . Indeed, let f g A .2 m , t 0, m
For every 0 - e - 1, we can write
eymy1r2R f , e s y2 mG m q 1 ey2 mf 1 . 3.4 .  .  .  .2 e
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 4On the other hand, if R g N there exist N g N and a g G2 m , t q q g N
such that, for every q G N and f g A , there exist c, h ) 0 for whichq, m
Nymy1r2 2 a yNqx R p , x F c 1 q x e , .  .2 e
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
In particular, if f g A , with q G N, and 0 - e - h, we haveq, m
ymy1r2 a yNqe R f , e F ce . 3.5 .  .2 e
 .Because for every q g N, there exists f g A such that f 1 / 0,q, m
 .  .from 3.4 and 3.5 we can infer that R f N .2 m , t
 . 2  .Moreover, we have the equality h S G s yx h G , provided thatm m m
G g H .m, t , c
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G g H . Thenm, t , c
h S G s yx 2 h G . . .m m m
Proof. Because G g H , S G is also in H and, by invokingm, t , c m m , t , c
 .Proposition 3.1, if R g E is a representative of G such that R f, ? gm, t
B , for each f g A , and for a certain a ) 0, a representative ofm, a 0, m
 .h S G is a function R g E defined bym m 1 m , t
` 1r2R f , x s xy J xy S h R f , y dy , .  .  .  .H1 m m , y m
0
x g 0, ` and f g A . . 0, m
w  .xAccording to 20, Lemma 5.4-1 5 , it follows that
` 1r22R f , x s yx xy J xy R f , y dy , .  .  .  .H1 m
0
x g 0, ` and f g A . . 0, m
By using Proposition 3.1 again we conclude that R is also a representa-1
2  .tive of yx h G and the proof is finished.m
Our next objective is to establish a Paley]Wiener type theorem for the
Hankel transform in the setting of the tempered generalized functions of
 .Colombeau type. We will characterize the Hankel transform h Hm m , t , c
of H .m, t , c
We start proving that h is one to one from H into H .m m , t , c m , t
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PROPOSITION 3.5. The Hankel transformation h : H ª H is one tom m , t , c m , t
one.
 .Proof. Let G be in H such that h G s 0. Let us choose am, t , c m
representative R g E of G for which there exists a ) 0 such thatm, t
 .R f, ? g B , for every f g A . Then, according to Proposition 3.1 am, a 0, m
 .representative of h G is the function R g E defined bym 1 m , t
a 1r2R f , x s xy J xy R f , y dy , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .  .H1 m 0, m
0
 .  4Because h G s 0, R g N . Then, there exist N g N and a gm 1 m , t q q g N
G such that, for every q G N and f g A , there are c, h ) 0 for whichq, m
Nymy1r2. 2 a yNqx R p , x F c 1 q x e , x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .  .  .1 e
3.6 .
w x  .Moreover, by virtue of 19, Theorem 1 , for every f g A , R f, ? is0, m 1
in Y . In particular, for every f g A , 0 - e - 1, and p g N, therem, a 0, m
exists c ) 0 such that
ypymy1r2 2x R f , x F c 1 q x , x g 0, ` . .  .  .1 e
w  .x w xBy combining 20, Lemma 5.4-1 5 and 14, Lemma 4 , for every p g N,
we have c ) 0 for which
2 pymy1r2z R f , z .1 e
a ym mq1r2 pF yz J yz y S R f , y dy .  .  .H m m e
0
a
a <Im z < 2 mq1 ymy1r2 pF ce y y S R f , y dy , z g C. 3.7 .  .H m e
0
Let p g N. Because R g E and by taking into account that S sm, t m
mq1r2w 2 . .2  . . .x ymy1r2x x 1rx D q 2m q 2 1rx D x , there exists N g N
such that, for every f g A , we can find c, h ) 0, for whichN, m
Nymy1r2 p yN 2x S R f , x F ce 1 q x , .  .m e
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
 .Hence, from 3.7 we deduce that, for every f g A ,N, m
2 pymy1r2 a <Im z < yNz R f , z F ce e , z g C and 0 - e - h . 3.8 .  .1 e
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 .  .By combining 3.6 and 3.8 we conclude that there exist N g N and
 4a g G such that, for every q G N and f g A .q q g N q, m
ypymy1r2 2 a yNqx R p , x F c 1 q x e , .  .1 e
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h , .
where p g N is chosen greater than m q 1, for certain c, h ) 0.
ym  .  .Hence, because the function z J z is bounded on 0, ` , we can findm
 4N g N and a g G such that, for every q G N and f g A , thereq q g N q, m
exist c, h ) 0 satisfying that
` ymymy1r2 2 mq1 ymy1r2x R f , x F xy J xy y y R f , y dy .  .  .  .He m 1 e
0
F ce aqyN , x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
w  . xMoreover, by using 20, 7 Chap. 5 it follows that, for each f g A0, m
and k g N,
k1
ymy1r2D x R f , x . . /x
` ymyk 2 kqmq1r2s xy J xy y R f , y dy , x g 0, ` . .  .  .  .H mqk 1
0
By proceeding as in the earlier text we can prove that, for every k g N,
 4there exist N g N and a g G such that, for every q G N andq q g N
f g A , there exist c, h ) 0 for whichq, m
k1
ymy1r2 a yNqD x R f , x F ce , x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .  . .e /x
Thus it is established that R g N and the proof is finished.m, t
Proposition 3.5 suggests the following question: does the formula
 .h h G s G hold, for every G g H . Now, we see that the answer form m m , t , c
this question is negative.
As it is shown in the proof of Proposition 3.2 the functional d g EXm m
defined by
d , f s 2 mG m q 1 lim xymy1r2f x , f g E , :  .  .m mqxª0
can be identified with the element of H having as a representative them, t , c
function in E defined bym, t
R f , x s f x , x g 0, ` and f g A , .  .  . 0, m
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 .and the Hankel transform h d g H has as a representative them m m , t
function in E given throughm, t
R f , x s h f x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .1 m 0, m
  ..A representative of h h d is the function R g E defined bym m m 2 m , t
` 1r2 ymy1r2R f , x s xy J xy y h f y h f y dy , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H2 m m m
0
x g 0, ` and f g A . . 0, m
w  .x.According to the interchange formula 4, 3.2 we can write
R f , x s faf x , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .2 0, m
  ..To see that h h d / d it is sufficient to prove that R y R f N .m m m m 2 m , t
For every f g A and 0 - e - 1, one has0, m
`
R f , x s f af x s f y t f y dy .  .  .  .  .  .H2 e e e e x e
0
` `y z
y2 my3s e f D x , y , z f dz dy .H H m /  /e e0 0
` `
y2 my1s e f y D x , ye , ze f z dz dy .  .  .H H m
0 0
` ` x
ymy3r2s e f y D , y , z f z dz dy .  .H H m  /e0 0
x
ymy3r2s e faf s faf x , x g 0, ` . .  .  .  .e /e
w xAs it is shown in the proof of 6, Proposition 2.1 , if f g B , thenm
2 mG m q 1 xymy1r2 t f ª f , as x ª 0q, .  .x
 .uniformly in 0, ` . Hence,
y2 my2
`e 2ymy1r2 qx R f , x ª f y dy , as x ª 0 , .  .H2 e m2 G m q 1 . 0
for every f g A and 0 - e - 1.0, m
 4Moreover, if R y R g N , then there exist N g N and a g G2 m , t q q g N
such that, for every f g A , with q G N, there exist c, h ) 0 for whichq, m
Nymy1r2 2 a yNqx f af x y f x F c 1 q x e , .  .  .  .e e e
x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h . .
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Hence, for every f g A , being q G N,q, m
ymy1r2lim x f af x y f x .  .  .e e eqxªo
`1 2y2 my2 ymy1r2s e f y dy y lim x f x .  .Hm q2 G m q 1 . xª00
F ce aqyN , 0 - e - h .
By letting e ª 0q, from the last inequality it is deduced that
`1 2ymy1r2lim x f x s f y dy , .  .Hmq 2 G m q 1 .xª0 0
for every f g A , provided that q is large enough.q, m
Because we can find, for every q g N, functions f k 0 in A such thatm, q
ymy1r2  .  w x.qlim x f x s 0 see 5 , we conclude that R y R f N .x ª 0 2 m , t
Next we prove that the Hankel transformation h maps H ontom m , t , c
H .m, t , h
 .PROPOSITION 3.6. h H is contained in H . Moreo¨er, for e¨erym m , t , c m , t , h
 .G g H there exists G g H such that h G s G.m, t , h m , t , c m
Proof. Let G g H . Assume that R g E is a representative of Gm, t , c m , t
 .such that, there exists a ) 0 for which R f, ? g B , for every f g A .m, a 0, m
 .According to Proposition 3.1 a representative of h G is the functionm
R g E defined by1 m , t
` 1r2R f , x s xy J xy R f , y dy , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .  .H1 m 0, m
0
w x  .By invoking 19, Theorem 1 , R f, ? g Y , for every f g A . Hence,1 m , a 0, m
ymy1r2  .for each f g A , the function z R f, z is entire and even, and0, m 1
such that, for every p g N, there exists c ) 0 for which
p2 ymy1r2 a <Im z << < < <1 q z z R f , z F ce , z g C. . . 1
 .Moreover, as in 3.8 , for every p g N, there exists N g N such that, for
every f g A , there exist c, h ) 0 for whichN, m
p2 ymy1r2 yN a <Im < z << < < <1 q z z R f , z F ce e , . . 1 e
z g C and 0 - e - h .
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 .Thus we prove that h G g H . Now let G g H and let R gm m , t , h m , t , h 1
E be a representative of G. We definem, t , h
` 1r2R f , x s xy J xy R f , y dy , x g 0, ` and f g A . .  .  .  .  .H m 1 0, m
0
w xBecause R g E , by invoking again 19. Theorem 1 , there exists1 m , t , h
 .   ..  .a ) 0 such that R f, ? g B and h R f, ? s R f, ? , for everym, a m 1
f g A .0, m
w  . xBy differentiating under the integral sign and by using 20, 7 Chap. 5 ,
we obtain
k
`1 ymykymy1r2 mq1r2q2 kD x R f , x s xy J xy y R f , y dy , .  .  .  . . H mqk 1 /x 0
 .for every k g N, x g 0, ` , and f g A .0, m
ym  .  .Hence, because z J z is bounded on 0, ` , by taking into accountm
that R g E , for every k g N, there exists N g N such that for each1 m , t , h
f g A , we can find c, h ) 0 for whichN , m
k1
ymy1r2 yND x R f , x F ce . .e /x
 .for all x g 0, ` and 0 - e - h. Hence R g E . Defining G s R q N ,m, t m , t
 .G g H , and h G s G.m, t , c m
From Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 we conclude the following result that can
be seen as a version of the Paley]Wiener theorem for the Hankel trans-
formation of generalized functions of Colombeau type.
THEOREM 3.7. The Hankel transformation h is a bijecti¨ e mapping fromm
H onto H .m, t , c m , t , h
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